AI-Powered
Web Intelligence
Drive Security Fueled
By Intelligent Insights

Cobwebs Technologies is a world-leading
developer and provider of web intelligence
solutions, powered by advanced artificial
intelligence. Our innovative data-driven
products are tailored to law enforcement,
national security and the private sector
needs, identifying threats in real-time.
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Our Platform
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security experts as vital tools for the collection
and analysis of data from social media, open source, deep and dark web. Our exclusive technology
extracts targeted intelligence from big data using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically
generating intelligent insights.
Designed to meticulously race through and scan the web’s endless digital channels, our solution analyzes
huge sums of data to help you automate your investigations, gain situational awareness and provide
security fueled by intelligence insights.

Key Features:
Conduct an automated web investigation
Identify target profiles and groups
Extract location-based information
Monitoring and analysis of multiple data sources
Streamlined AI to provide automated insights
Live web data analysis and real-time alerts
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Identify Threats in Real-Time
Our powerful web intelligence solution monitors online activity, collecting and analyzing data of
endless digital channels – from the open, deep and dark web, to mobile and social.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from the web’s big data using the latest
machine learning algorithms, automatically generating critical insights.
Cobwebs’ platform assists analysts in identifying new targets, while uncovering potential profiles
and groups across the web using automated, advanced search capabilities.
Users gain deep insights and substantial intelligence, including locations, context, internal relations,
group structures, hierarchies, and more.

Powering Web Intelligence
Search
Collect game-changing
data from the world’s
vast digital channels in
real-time

Analyze
Analyze and connect
the dots to discover
hidden leads & extract
intelligent insights

Engage
Build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles,
identify various threats and
generate evidence.

Benefits

Discover Target Information
Search for people and
keywords, discover malicious
activities, individual actors, and
their social relations.

Create Web Profiles
Automatically generate accurate
web profiles based on web
presence. Reveal targets, and
collect real-time intelligence.

Extract Locations
Track web activities based
on locations, device, and
applications.

Reveal Connections
Extract and analyze
targets’ and groups’ social
connections, strength of
connections, and gain critical
operational insights.

Gain Situational Awareness
Continuous data collection
to gain unmatched
situational awareness in
real-time.

Get Real-Time Alerts
The platform evaluates and
calculates various inputs,
triggering relevant alerts of critical
information.

Worldwide Presence
With our solution deployed worldwide,
Cobwebs’ is making the online and offline
world a smarter & safer place.
Our AI-driven solution is implemented
and adopted by leading law enforcement
and national security agencies, critical
infrastructure brands, financial services
and other sectors.
Our long-standing partnerships with
industry leading global security and
intelligence providers is transforming
the face of web intelligence.
Our impeccable customer service is
partnered with robust technology,
plus comprehensive customer training
that employs strategic methodology &
veteran operational experience.

About Cobwebs Technologies
Cobwebs Technologies advanced artificial intelligence and machine learning
algorithms deliver powerful threat intelligence. We decipher the intricacies of
web layers by analyzing the complex details of structured and unstructured data.
Our web intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. Covertly uncover and interact with the
internet’s never-ending trail of clues and gain intelligence-enhanced security
for a safer world.

Ready to learn more about our platform?
Visit www.cobwebs.com or reach out
to a local sales representative.

